Eleven Wireless Recognized Among 20 Most Promising Wireless
Solution Providers 2016
FREMONT, CA- March 14, 2016 –
Eleven, the leading hospitality
technology provider, is proud to
announce that it has been recognized
among 20 Most Promising Wireless
Solution Providers 2016 by CIOReview.
The annual list showcases the 20 Most Promising Wireless Solution Providers. The positioning is based on
evaluation of Eleven Wireless’ specialties in Hospitality, Cloud computing, guest services, hotel technology, HSIA,
Wi-Fi, Digital Lobby, Hospitality Technology, Guest Experience and Conference Internet management. The
shortlisted companies were then taken up by a distinguished panel comprising of CEOs, CIOs and VCs analysts
including CIOReview editorial board.
“Eleven Wireless has been creating an edge in the field of wireless technologies and we are glad to showcase it
this year due to its continuing excellence in delivering top-notch technology-driven solutions,” said Jeevan
George, Managing Editor, CIOReview.
“We are honored to be recognized by CIOReview as one of this year’s top wireless providers. Since our inception
in 2002, our platform has evolved into the industry’s leading central authentication solution for managing and
monetizing guest Wi-Fi,” remarked Eleven CEO, Dan Meub, “As people rely more and more on their mobile
devices to drive their experiences, especially outside of the home, the Eleven platform will become even more
mission critical for hotels and beyond. Other industries like cruise lines, retail, and healthcare, also have a strong
business need for a central authentication platform. We look forward to helping to shape the future of wireless.”

About CIOReview
When it comes to identifying “The Best” in different areas of tech business, CIOReview seems to create a niche of
its own. Through consultations and nominations with the industry leaders and thought experts, CIOReview
constantly ventures and makes efforts to choose the most promising one in different domains of the tech business.
Wireless Solution Special Edition is an annual listing of 20 Most Promising Wireless Solution Providers 2016 in the
U.S. For more information, visit the website at: http://www.cioreview.com/

About Eleven Wireless
Eleven is the foundation of the high-performance Internet experience demanded by today’s connected guest
generation. Flexible architecture and open APIs allow the ElevenOS platform to plug into existing infrastructure and
allow for endless possibilities to drive guest engagement and revenue. Started in 2001 deploying hotel Wi-Fi
networks, it has since grown into a powerful cloud-based guest Internet management platform, helping millions of
guests stay connected each month at thousands of hotels, cruise ships and other guest-service venues. For more
information, visit the website at: http://www.elevenwireless.com/

